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“ MY JEWELLERY...
starts from memory, a place where I was born, where culture 
and social issues meet, where ambition to investigate deeply 
by living with people by collaborating, engaging, creating and 
developing all come together.”
 
(Amal Al-Ismaili, 2017) 
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I started from the empty box in which my 
grandmother used to keep her jewellery.  
She sold all her jewellery except the one 
necklace shown to the right.

My personal motivation was to go on a  
journey, crossing the Omani desert, to fill my 
grandmother’s empty box with my contem-
porary designs.

INTRODUCTION
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O mother, I lost my anklet somewhere near Al Balush Tower
Happy is the one who has found it as he has found a fortune.
It was found by the child of Salimah, the hairdresser 
She will weave for me hadida and she will weave shabook.
I will wear them on the wedding day, the wedding of Haboosh girls.
When the bower is built and the godhari (a piece of clothing)  
is laid as a carpet,
When the bowl is covered and the yoghurt spills out of it,
My brother’s kummah (cap) is made of silk, I will fold it  
and take it with me.
Its embellishment shines like the fruit of the palm tree
Your palm trees, ours or the palm trees of good people

(W9, 2015)

يا أمي غابت نطلتي  علوي حصن البلوش

ويا سعد من لقطها   لقط خزين قروش

لقطها ولد سليمة    سفافة العقوص

بتسف يل حديدة  وبتسف يل شابوك

بلبسهم يوم الغية  غية بنات حبوش

يوم العريش مشيد والجوذري مفروش

يوم الكرمة مغطاية وفيها الزبادي يفوح

 كمة أخوي حريرية  بطويها وأشلها

زريها باجي باجي  مثل النخل متالجي

نخلكم وانخلنا   نخل هالصالحني

وحنيحنن بعمورة واشرتيت لك منثورة وأكرث فؤادي يختشيبة البس حرز وحنون

وأكرث فؤادي يختشيبة وأشوفة مزين ومزيون

عود الشكل الوي  ومحالش يالفضة يف صدور البداوي

عود الشكل الوي  ترخص الفضة ويدوربها شاوي

I bought for you two items: al hanhun with Amor (necklace)  
and manthora (another type of expensive necklace)

(W5, 2015)

My heart is more nostalgic for she who is wearing the necklace 
called “Hirz” and “Hanhoon”
My heart is nostalgic when I see her fully adorned

(W5 and W7, 2015)

The branch of the “ziziphus spp” is twisted. O Silver, you look pretty 
on the chests of Bedouin girls
The branch of “ziziphus spp” is twisted. Silver will become so cheap 
that a shepherd (shawi) may move around wearing it.

(W7, 2015)

Poems translated by Al-Sarmi (2018)
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PART I  UK (2014) Preliminary research

My research began with exploring how different materials, such as  
paper, wood and metals, might be used in different experiments.  
I cannot deny the extreme interest that dwells in my heart to think of 
ways of using new technologies such as laser cutting and digital  
engraving, combined with Photoshop and CorelDraw within the design 
process. 
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This ring, which is worn on the index fi nger, 
is known as Shahid meaning witness. It 
concerns a core Islamic declaration. According 
to Morris and Shelton (1997), Muslims usually 
point this fi nger upwards while praying and 
saying the “shahadah”, the shahadah state-
ment which states that there is only one God 
and Muhammed is his Prophet.

Shahid Ring 
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After studying the Shahid ring, I started to design some pieces that would represent the visual 
imagery of Islam in a more contemporary way.

“Time Travel”. Plywood, Laser cut and engraved.
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I designed another ring whilst working 
on different ways of using the concept 
of Shahid ring.
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“Domes” Ring, oxidized copper
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These designs were produced at the same 
time. This early stage of designing and proto-
typing led on to further ideas that continued 
to be developed.
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PART II  Oman (2015) Fieldwork 1

The discussion about traditional Omani jewellery is linked directly to  
silver in general and the Omani expert silversmith in particular. The  
Omani silversmith is known for his delicate patterns and diverse tech-
niques. Consequently, much research has concentrated on studying this 
jewellery as objects. However, my study might be considered different to 
others because it not only examines the jewellery itself but considers 
those who also wear it. The women who wear the jewellery have often 
been marginalised or invisible in research undertaken into Omani jewellery.

As a female Omani researcher (from the A’Sharqiyah region) and speaker 
of Arabic (and the local Arabic dialect), I was able to gain privileged ac-
cess to the conservative community of the Omani-Arab Bedouin women.  
It is important to note that mixed gender company with anyone out-
side the family would be unusual in Oman. This privileged access as an 
‘insider’ was particularly significant when the Bedouin women sang the 
delicate Bedouin poems. I recorded these poems from the women’s sing-
ing, which has not been done before. 

Note: The code “W” is used to refer to women participants.

Collection of traditional Omani jewellery from participants.
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The participants of the research are the 
Bedouin women who wear scarves around 
their heads. These women use different ways 
of covering the majority of their faces; some 
just cover part of the face such as nose and 
mouth, mouth and chin or chin only.

This image shows a participant wearing her 
scarf held by hands.

This image shows the same woman wearing 
her scarf held by mouth.
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SMELL
Primary research provoked a multi-sensory 
response. This can be illustrated by the rich, 
antique odours experienced whilst studying 
the traditional head jewellery which gave a 
feeling of nostalgia. This highlighted how in 
the past, women were known by their use of 
different natural products such as  sandal-
wood and saffron, which had relaxing and 
attractive essences on their faces and hair.  
All of these feelings provide a focus which is 
the use of leather in designing jewellery.
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STORING
My research participants, the Bedouin women, 
allowed me to see their precious and much-
loved jewellery; my success relied on this. The 
different ways of storing their jewellery was 
of great interest. These images show the 3 
key ways Bedouin women keep their jewel-
lery safe. They are often stored in a wooden 
box, called ‘Mandoos’, or wrapped in a piece of 
cloth, or hung directly on the wall.
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One of the things that surprised me was my grandmother’s empty jewel-
lery box. There is another woman who has kept most of her heritage; 
this gives me hope to carry out this interview. The following image 
shows every single piece in this box.
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“I bought this Hijool sixty years ago from Nizwa Souq by 25 Omani Rial” (W2, 2015)
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“The top part called Safifah. The middle 
part called Halaq (It is five Halaq: two from 
my ex-husband and three Halaq from my 
current husband).” (W2, 2015) 

I asked the Bedouin woman to join them 
together as they are expert in weaving 
thread. The lower part called Sadh. Sadh 
means the small fish in the Falaj (water 
channel). 
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“Small Hirz attached to earrings” (W2, 2015)
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“I bought this necklace from a woman who asked me to sell it. She 
needed the money to feed her babies” (W2, 2015)

“This necklace called Hirz or Hikel” (W2, 2015)
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“Banjari made by a male silversmith from Wadi Bani Khalid” (W2, 2015)

“I bought this Eadid from a woman who needs money to survive as her 
husband travels to work in Kuwait. Awaedh was worn above the elbow 
under the clothes. Also, it rattles when moving the arm because it has 
silver balls or stones inside it” (W2, 2015)
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“Akam front, this is the only piece I am still wearing today.  
It is to hold my scarf” (W2, 2015)
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“Jewellery is called in Oman (Suughah). Women wore full Suughah at 
events such as weddings and Eid celebrations” (W10, 2015)
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“The bracelets with fake small thorns are damaged because I usually 
wear them every day while washing the dishes and doing harsh work” 
(W10, 2015)
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“I wore five rings on each hand but I sold some and mislaid some. This is 
what is left.” (W10,2015)
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Empty Hirz box
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“Hjool should be covered by the trousers and a small part of the anklet 
be shown”(W10, 2015). 

I could not take a photograph of the correct way of wearing hjools  
because nowadays the fashion for traditional trousers has become to 
wear them tight in the leg.
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“Mariyah, which is a type of necklace that I 
hold my keys in to secure them from being 
lost” (W10,2015).
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Jewellery represents who we are and where 
we come from.

Interestingly, I found similar pieces to my 
grandmother’s necklace in the South, the 
place where she was born.
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“This heavy bracelet was found in Wadi Sabt (A’Sharqiyah North)” (W3, 2015)
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“I sold all my jewellery except the anklet (hjool) and a necklace from my wedding dowry. 
I bought this hjool from a woman who is dead now” (W9, 2015)
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“I bought the silver components and one of my relatives joined them 
with thread” (W9,2015)
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“The end of the earrings is called twareef and 
a thread is used to secure the twareef from 
being missed off” (W5, 2015)

For all my participants, I used a box contain-
ing photos of traditional Omani jewellery, 
taken from a study conducted by Morris and 
Shelton (1997), and real objects such as rings, 
kohl stick and a necklace, collected from a 
silver market, in order to bring back their 
memories and encourage them to tell their 
experiences.
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“ SHAABOOK”
(W7, 2015)

The smell of ‘Shaabook’ was at the core of my 
intensive search for those women who still 
know how to make them. Luckily, I found a 
woman and she showed me how ‘Shaabook’ 
is made. Being exposed to the way the ‘Sha-
abook’ is made, I developed enthusiasm for 
and a curiosity about reviving the making of 
‘Shaabook’. The woman who taught me asked: 

“Why do you want to learn how the ‘Shaabook’ 
is made when no one is asking for it, or even 
wearing it?.”

This sentence was the spark that started the 
fire in my heart to have a hand in preserving 
this type of jewellery. 
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“There was gold piece missing from my  
Shaabook. I sold it to buy a gift for a member 
of my family for her marriage”.

“This Shaabook is made of gazelle Leather” 
(W5, 2015)

“I remember when I was five years old. My 
family asked me to go outside to look after 
the sheep.  I was wearing banjeree (bracelet). 
I lost it during my work. I kept going to the 
same area to look for my banjeree. After fifty 
years, I found it in the same area. The top part 
becomes red colour from the effects of the 
sun but the silver parts, which are touching 
the sand, never changed” (W5, 2015)
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“Bedouin earrings called Brecani” (W8, 2015)
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“ ‘Al-Iltah’ necklace is quite similar to the digg 
necklace; you can say they are twins. Al-Iltah 
is much smaller than the digg but it is more 
beautiful” (W8, 2015)
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This photo shows how the woman wore a lot 
of jewellery items but the reality is that much 
of it is worn under the scarf; when she goes 
outside the woman covers her jewellery, as 
shown on the next page.
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“I admire, collect, wear and preserve traditional Omani jewellery. Also, I 
present my collection in the heritage festivals in Oman. I call myself the 
‘mother of heritage’” (W16, 2015)
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“Today, I am proud to wear silver Omani jewellery at special occasion 
such as wedding parties. Women always ask me about my unique pieces 
“ (W16, 2015)
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This woman’s relative asked to borrow her 
silver jewellery to use it for his wife because 
she wakes suddenly from sleep in a panic. 
He needed the silver for estihwata that could 
protect his wife from this sudden panic. So, 
she gave him the akam, which is a neckpiece 
attached to the scarf to hold it in place. 
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“This piece of jewellery is similar to Shaabook, but smaller.” (W16, 2015)
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Banjari
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“I sold all my wedding rings. These ten rings 
I currently wear were given to me as a gift 
from one of my relatives who was in Bahrain. 
The five worn on one hand were exactly the 
same as the other five, worn on the other 
hand” (W7, 2015)

“We wear jewellery at occasions most commonly known as al tahjeeba 
in North A’Sharqiyah in Oman. The women form a line, cover their faces, 
wear full jewellery and apply traditional makeup made from natural 
sources while men stand on the other side and dance, but nowadays the 
al tahjeeba event does not exist anymore.” (W7, 2015)
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“One of the rings I had, used to have a stone 
which helped people who were not able to 
sleep at night” (W7, 2015)
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“We used to use these coins and we called 
them qoroosh” (W7, 2015)

“Al hanhoon with Amor and I bought for you manthora” (Heniyah,2015)
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Rare necklace attached with a tool kit such as tweezer. 

The pair of tweezers called “manqash”  
(W7, 2015).
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A possible explanation for wearing some pieces in the back might be 
that the front is full of jewellery, leading them to think about using the 
other side of the body to wear it.
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“I decorated the secured thread with beads” (W7, 2015)
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“Hawaajeel” (W5, 2015)
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“I got the leather from my animal and I prepared it to be ready for use. 
The silver disc was bought from a shop; I bought nisa’h from A’Sharqiyah 
South and took the silver from the nisa’h which I redesigned it to  
shaabook which is worn in A’Sharqiyah North “(W7, 2015)
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W7 is teaching me how shaabook is made.
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The final shaabook we made.
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PART III  UK (2015) Reflection

After the first phase, I came back to the UK with a large collection of 
archaeological, visual and recorded material from my interviews with 
Bedouin women. I also attended a workshop designed by Maria Hanson. 
The workshop, “a wearable story” had a great impact on my research 
path and creative exploration. What followed was an extensive period of 
material and making experiments that enabled me to establish my own 
personal voice to express three concepts: gender, religion and sound.
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Examples of work from participants of the 
‘Wearable Stories’ project that was led by 
Hanson and Hutton in 2015.
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Material experiments undertaken by researcher.

Exploring the shaabook and nisa’h weaving techniques 
using pipe cleaners.
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Thinking, sketching and making.
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Experimental leather materials.
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“WOW, ...
I feel like this is getting very close to being contemporary jew-
ellery because of the nature and quality of the object. It feels 
like there is a history, culture and a purpose in the way you are 
using the material.”
 
– Hanson, (2016)
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DOMINATION
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SOUND
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PEACE

“I really enjoyed your presentation at the  
CCD conference because of the focus on the  
materials and process of making. These  
actions and stages of ‘hands on’ manipulation 
of materials, such as leather, are not much 
practised outside of tanneries in the UK, as far 
as I’m aware. The revival and maintenance of 
making traditions across all cultures should 
aim to be preserved and also modernised 
in as sensitive a way as possible to ensure 
the continual development of our materials-
based knowledge. I’d really like to hear and 
see more of your design process to see how 
tradition comes through in the designs, as 
well as through the process of making”  
(Colley, 2017).
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PART IV  Oman (2016) Fieldwork 2

I designed and facilitated a workshop (between 1-31 August 2016) 
involving five participants, including one settled Bedouin man and four 
settled Bedouin women. All participants were skilled in traditional crafts 
and in the workshop the participants were encouraged to cut and weave 
the leather. Following the workshop, photos show my reinterpretation of 
a traditional dish, mulwiyah, in contemporary jewellery.
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CRAFT PROCESS:   
TANNING LEATHER
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Step 3 
The plant becomes watery and sticky from the 
milky sap which is emitted from its leaves.

Step 4
Using the ground branches of Galqa, the 
kneading process was applied to the outer 
surface of the skin to remove the hair on the 
inner skin. Kneading took almost half an hour.

Step 1
The whole sheep skin is removed in one 
piece, without holes. To permit the integrity of 
the material, it must not be damaged.

Step 2
A specific desert plant called Pergularia 
Tomentosa (Galqa) is ground while still fresh 
using a stone. 

Another desert plant, called Acacia Nilotica (Qarat)
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Step 5
Galqa branches are applied onto the skin for 
one night only. It may damage the skin if used 
for a longer period of time. The Galqa allows 
the skin hair to be easily torn out by hand.

Step 6
The clean skin (without hair) is then properly 
washed and filled with ground Qarat mixed 
with salt.
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Step 7
This skin is energetically pounded.

The final product of leather.
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WORKSHOP:
CO-CREATION GROUP

Aim of the co-creation workshops was to explore three craft making 
processes: Siim, Tali and Sifah
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I went to Al-Wahiba Sands to meet WS, one 
of the co-creation participants, to record her 
skill in the craft called Siim. The road at Al-
Wahiba Sands had a very beautiful view of the 
open desert side, away from the city, where 
goats, sheep and camels were feeding.

SIIM
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“It is useless to make siim by leather thread” (WS, 2016)
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TALI
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SIFAH
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SIFAH
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Cutting leather to make thread. Workshop outcome: Weaving the leather-thread in different crafts (siim, Tali and Sifah).
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Designing contemporary necklaces from the co-creation workshop.
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“Thoughtful work that reactivates traditional 
craftsmanship in contemporary designs and 
encourages those with the knowledge to keep 
it up” (Fish, 2017)

Eid Exhibition
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Participants wearing necklaces designed in 
the co-creation workshop.
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MULWIYAH
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Preparation of meat for Mulwiyah. Wheelbarrow used for transporting 
the meat after slaughtering the sheep as shown on the next page.
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Mulwiyah ingredients are intestine, lungs and stomach.

I weaved mulwiyah ingredients together, simi-
lar to shaabook techniques, in order to create 
a necklace as shown on the following pages. 
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Grilling the necklace so that it can be 
eaten with rice or curry afterwards.
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PART V  UK (2016) Reflection

After finishing the second phase, I came back to the UK and started 
working on designs which reflected upon my experience in the co-
creation group. Jewellery concepts originated from the group work with 
settled Bedouin women but design development was also informed by 
knowledge and understanding of contemporary studio jewellery in  
Europe. The following pages show some of this creative development.
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Nisa’h
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Drawing: Visualising the right way of wearing 
nisa’h
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Drawing: Visualising the correct way of wear-
ing an Omani anklet.
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Leather and copper
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“Most of all, it reminds me of some kind of 
purity. Simple domes but with a long, compli-
cated story. The mixture of materials reminds 
me how softness and hardness can join to-
gether to make a unique piece of work with a 
unique identity” (Moghaddam, 2017)
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Leather and wood
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Leather only
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Leather and hair
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 I designed a bracelet by weaving goat hair into a mesh.
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“Amal created a stunning piece of jewellery that’s not only eye-catching 
but very thought-provoking. It utilises squishy plastic, a Selfix Tech-
nology product, which is a specially formulated from low-temperature 
biodegradable thermoplastic, used in a variety of engineering applica-
tions. It was really great to see creativity and innovative techniques 
combined with traditional jewellery making crafts in creating this  
wonderful handmade piece. It challenges sustainable themes, as the 
goatskin leather used is eco-friendly, along with the plastic. This master-
piece seems to challenge and empower the wearer from a visual aspect 
too.” (Abdul Hoque, 2017) 
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Leather and plastic
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Omani women’s fragrances tested with leather
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Producing beads from leather powder.
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Images from the ‘Create - Connect - Sustain’ workshop event (Hanson, 2017)

Outcome from the ‘Create - Connect - Sustain’ workshop
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PART VI  Oman (2017) Collect and create

In July 2017, I went to the seaside at Saqla beach in the southern 
A’Sharqiyah region. I was attracted by how clean and spotless it was 
except for the many discarded tops from water bottles. I felt inspired  
to use these plastic tops within my jewellery, collecting 400. These  
are considered as the visual elements that evoke the Omani landscape  
and the headdress shaabook related to the identity.
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“Mum, I can make rainbow out of the bottle top” Yazan Al-Hashmi, 
my son (Saqla beach, 2017)

“Your surprising and sudden passion for col-
lecting objects today makes me interested to 
do so”, Abdula Al-Hashimi, My husband, (Saqla 
beach, 2017)
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I collected 400 water bottle tops from the beach at Saqla during a  
period of three hours.
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Necklace made from the fishing nets and sea animal legs, collected from 
the beach.
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All around the world, people find plastic 
which has been washed up on beaches. There 
are certain issues regarding sustainability 
and recycling. My design thinking combines 
the traditional leather weaving techniques in 
shaabook with multiple discs cut from the  
discarded tops collected at Saqla beach.  
Mixing these parts together did not affect 
the traditional jewellery designs negatively. 
It provides new ways to represent through 
juxtaposition of alternative material.

REFLECTION
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“Your material colour reminds me of the  
sea. I am impressed that you collected them 
from the seaside. You are going to design  
the meaningful jewellery. It can make the 
environment more beautiful and also reuse 
the waste material as jewellery”  
(Kanmuang, 2017).
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SAQLA 
NECKLACE

“I think this piece is a valuable conceptual 
end to Amal’s PhD journey in terms of her 
own jewellery practice in the way it uses a 
modular appropriation of the products of 
globalisation to provide its component parts. 
This is the case in terms of globalisation’s 
archaic sense and in its newer sense with its 
use of both the silver beads and the reworked 
beachcombed bottle-tops. There is a success-
ful aesthetic dimension to this work in the  
arrangement of colour along with its use of 
the woven leather techniques derived from 
traditional practice by women Bedouin  
makers in Oman. This work speaks both to the 
movement of nomadism and to the  

movement of global trade to which Bedouin 
culture has always had a part. It also serves 
as a statement against the ethnocentric  
museological discourse which aestheticises 
past adornment practice as frozen in time.  
As well as providing an end point and culmi-
nation to this research, it should also serve 
as a starting point for other work with its 
additional resonances of sustainability and 
irony of industrial detritus used as decorative 
components” (Green, 2018).
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PART VII UK (2018) 3D printing

“Contemporary 3D printing and traditional craft rarely meet in the same 
creation” (Zoran, 2013). I merged these two approaches in my design. 
I developed a hybrid bangle using a 3D printed structure of the tradi-
tional Omani bangle. It is shaped to allow for weaving of leather-thread, 
which is similar to the material used for shaabook and nis’ah headdresses. 
The motivation is to create a dialog between the unique cultural ma-
terials and processes and digital technologies. This merging brings the 
traditional into the modern era.
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Leather and nylon.
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All photographs in this book (have been taken by the author) except the 
saqla necklace and are the result of work done during the period of my 
PhD research. This collection of images could not have been created 
without the gracious co-operation of the research participants. They 
gave me access and permission to photograph their traditional silver 
jewellery. Also, they shared their stories and insight. My heartfelt thanks 
go out to my grandmother, who was the starting point in reaching out to 
the other women in this project.

I would like to thank Dr. Becky Shaw, Reader in Fine Art and Postgradu-
ate Research and Tutor for the Art and Design Research Centre who 
advised to create this book; my supervisory team Dr. Cóilín Ó Dubhghaill, 
senior research fellow, Maria Hanson, Reader in Metalwork and Jewel- 
lery and Dr. Geff Green, Deputy Head of Department - Media Arts and 
Communication. Thanks also to the Culture Costume and Dress (CCD) 
conference speaker, Professor Liza Fish, from Haute Ecole d’art et de 
design de Genève; Rachael Colley, an applied artist (secret sculptor) and 
lecturer at Sheffield Hallam Universities in Jewellery and metalwork; 
Abdul Hoque, Director of Selfix Technology, my fellow jewellery students 
with whom I shared similar concepts in the SHU metal workshop,  
Aalaleh Moghaddam and Chanida Kanmuang; Mohammed Al-Sarmi, who 
translated the Arabic Omani poems; Jerry Lampson, photographer, of the 
photo book cover; and Kira Pohl, who designed this handsome photo 
book.

All quotations within this photo book were gathered through personal 
communications with the participants.

This publication would not have been possible without the financial 
support of the Sultan Qaboos University and Sheffield Hallam University.
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